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Nanoclusters self-assembled from conformation-stabilized influenza M2e as broadly cross-protective influenza vaccines
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Abstract

Influenza vaccines with broad cross-protection are urgently needed. The highly conserved ectodomain of the influenza matrix protein 2 (M2e) can be a promising candidate if its low immunogenicity was overcome. In this study, we generated protein nanoclusters self-assembled from conformation-stabilized M2e tetramers (tM2e) to improve its immunogenicity. The resulting nanoclusters showed an average hydrodynamic diameter of 268 nm. Vaccination with the nanoclusters by an intranasal route elicited high levels of serum antigen-specific IgG in mice (approximately 100-fold higher than that obtained with soluble tM2e), as well as antigen-specific T cell and mucosal antibody responses. The immunity conferred complete protection against lethal challenge with homo- as well as heterosubtypic viruses. These results demonstrate that nanoclusters assembled from conformation-stabilized M2e are promising as a potential universal influenza A vaccine. Self-assembly into nanoclusters represents a novel approach for increasing the immunogenicity of vaccine antigens.
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Background

Influenza virus is one of the most important respiratory pathogens with significant medical and economic burdens\(^1\). Although infection is preventable by vaccination\(^2\), current influenza vaccines only induce efficient protection against similar viral strains and are inadequate against possible pandemic strains. Conserved influenza epitopes are ideal components of an improved vaccine with broad cross protection.

M2 is an integral transmembrane protein with a conserved ectodomain (M2e) \(^3\). Because it is highly conserved among influenza A viruses, M2e is considered a promising target for inducing cross protection against different influenza A virus subtypes \(^4\). M2e-specific antibodies can reduce viral plaque size, and passive immunization with these antibodies reduce virus titers in the lungs of mice infected with influenza A viruses\(^5, 6\). However, M2e-specific antibodies are rarely detected after natural influenza virus infection or seasonal vaccination\(^7, 8\). Various platforms have been used to overcome the low immunogenicity of M2e, including fusing the protein with carrier molecules, using multiple antigenic peptides, or delivering protein in vectored live vaccines\(^9-11\). However, in most studies M2e was not presented in its native tetrameric form.

Nanoparticles are a promising vaccine delivery system, and a variety of carrier materials, including polymers, liposomes, and virus-like particles, have been proposed\(^12-14\). Nanoparticles, in addition to controlling release and protecting vaccine antigens, also exhibit adjuvant effects and stimulate antigen-presenting cells (APCs) upon binding and/or internalization\(^15, 16\). However, in many cases the amount of antigen loaded into the nanoparticle is low, and the process by which the particle is made can damage or unfold the antigen\(^15, 17\). As an alternative, we have designed vaccine nanoclusters that are assembled directly from protein antigens with no encapsulating agent to maximize protein loading and use gentle fabrication conditions. Here, we generated nanoclusters from M2e stabilized with a tetramerization motif to investigate as a potential influenza vaccine. Our results demonstrate that self-assembly of antigens into nanoclusters presents a very promising approach to increase vaccine immunogenicity.

Methods

Peptides, CpG-ODN, Cell lines and viruses

The M2e peptides were synthesized at GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA) as shown in Table I. The purity of the peptide was above 95%. CpG-ODN 1826 (5'-TCCATGACGTTCCTGACGTT-3’) was purchased from InvivoGen (CA, USA), and stored at −20°C before use. Spodoptera frugiperda Sf9 (Sf9, ATCC, CRL-1711) and Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells were obtained from Dr. A. Pekosz\(^18\). Mouse-adapted influenza viruses Phi/82 and CA/09 were prepared as lung homogenates from intranasally infected mice. The viruses were titrated by infection of mice with serial dilutions, and the LD\(_{50}\) (50% lethal dose) was calculated by the method of Reed and Muench\(^19\).

Purification and characterization of recombinant tM2e

A GCN4 sequence-stabilized tetrameric M2e (tM2e) construct was generated as described by introducing a foreign tetramerization motif GCN4 (tGCN4), a modified form of the leucine-zipper region of a yeast transcription factor\(^20\) with a signal peptide encoding sequence from the honeybee melittin protein in frame to facilitate protein expression in insect cells\(^21\). The full-length tM2e encoding gene was subcloned into a transfer vector pFastBac-1 (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY). Recombinant baculovirus (rBV) expressing tM2e was generated using the Bac-to-Bac protein expression kit (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY).
NY) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To purify recombinant tM2e, Sf9 cells were infected with the above rBVs at a MOI of 1 and incubated for 48 hours. Supernatants were collected and clarified by a brief centrifugation. Recombinant tM2e was purified from the supernatants using nickel-agarose (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) affinity chromatography. tM2e purity was confirmed by SDS-PAGE followed by Western blot. After dialysis against phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH7.2), purified tM2e was stored at −80°C. The oligomeric status of purified tM2e was determined using the water soluble BS3 crosslinker (Pierce-Rockford, IL). Briefly, 1 μg of tM2e was incubated at room temperature in the presence of BS3 at different concentrations (final concentrations: 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 mM, respectively) for 30 minutes. The crosslinking reaction was stopped by the addition of 1M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 to a final concentration of 50 mM. After crosslinking, proteins were separated on a 5–15% SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions (1% mercaptoethanol) and followed by Western blot using anti-M2e antibody (14C2).

Nanocluster fabrication

The nanoclusters were formed by desolvation. Ethanol was dripped into a solution of tM2e at a rate of 1mL/min under constant stirring. The solution contained 1.7–2.8 mg/mL protein with or without 1.7–2.8 mg/mL of CpG ODN (InvivoGen, San Diego, CA) in PBS and was desolvated with a 4:1 volume ratio of ethanol to protein solution. To stabilize the nanoclusters, an amine crosslinking reaction was performed using 0.4 mM glutaraldehyde for 20 minutes under stirring and an additional 20 minutes with sonication. Linkages occurred among ε-amino groups of the five lysine residues, all located in the tGCN4 region of tM2e, as well as the terminal amine. The nanoclusters were collected by centrifugation, resuspended in sterile PBS, and stored at 4°C. Protein concentration in the supernatant following centrifugation was measured by micro-volume UV-Vis spectrometry to determine the total protein content in nanoclusters. CpG ODN in the supernatant was quantified with OliGreen fluorescence (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was performed in PBS with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS to assess nanocluster size distributions. Nanoclusters were resuspended in water, dried, and sputter coated with gold prior to visualization with a Zeiss Ultra60 FE scanning electron microscope.

Immunization and challenge

Groups of 18 mice were intranasally (i.n.) immunized with 10 μg of tM2e protein alone (G1), 10 μg tM2e nanoclusters (G2), or 10 μg tM2e + CpG ODN nanoclusters (G3) at day 0, day 28 and day 56, respectively. Sera were collected at 2 weeks after each immunization. Vaccinated mice were lightly anesthetized by inhalation of isoflurane and challenged i.n. with 5 LD50 of mouse-adapted A/Philippines/82 (Phi/82) or A/California/04/09 (CA/09) viruses, respectively, 4 weeks after the final immunization. Body weight loss and survival rates were monitored daily for 14 days post infection (p.i.). Weight loss of ≥25% was used as the endpoint at which mice were euthanized according to IACUC guidelines.

Sample collection

Blood samples were collected at one week before immunization for pre-immune sera and 2 weeks after each immunization for immune sera by retro-orbital plexus puncture. Sera were collected by a brief spin (5000 rpm for 5 min) after clotting (about 2 hours at room temperature). Mucosal samples were collected before challenge and 4 days after challenge. Nasal washes were collected by lavaging mouse nostrils repetitively with 1ml PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 (PBST). For lung washes, individual mouse lungs were lavaged repetitively with 1 ml PBST. After a brief centrifugation (8000 rpm) for 10 min, supernatants were filtered through a 0.22 μm filter and stored at −80°C for further assays. Lymphocytes from lung and spleen samples were collected from mice euthanized 4 weeks after the final boost and used for ELISPOT as described.
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**Antibody ELISA and cytokine ELISpot**

M2e specific antibody (Ab) titers in immune sera were determined by ELISA using synthesized M2e peptides (1 μg/ml) as coating antigens. Antibodies recognizing native M2 protein were determined by cell surface ELISA as described (Supplementary Information, SI: Methods). Interferon gamma (INF-γ) and interleukin 4 (IL-4) secretions from immunized mouse splenocytes or lung cells were evaluated using ELISpot kits (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (SI: Methods).

**Lung viral titers**

The lungs were collected at day 4 post-infection (p.i.), and ground using cell strainers (BD Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Lung homogenates were centrifuged at 1000 RPM for 10 min to remove tissue debris. MDCK cell-based plaque assay was used for lung virus titration as described elsewhere.

**Passive immunization of mice**

Naive mice were injected intraperitoneally with pooled immune sera (200 μl per mouse) from mice receiving tM2e nanoclusters or mice receiving tM2e + CpG ODN nanoclusters. After 24 h, the recipient mice were i.n. challenged with 5LD50 of Phi/82 viruses. Mouse body weight loss and survival rates were monitored daily for 14 days.

**Statistical analysis**

Comparisons among vaccinated groups were performed using a one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test. Comparison of survival rate was performed using the Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. The analyses were done by using GraphPad Prism version 5.00 for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). P values of less than 0.05 (p<0.05) were considered to be statistically significant.

**Results**

**Characterization of tM2e and nanoclusters**

To confirm the tetrameric structure of tM2e after expression and purification, we used the chemical cross-linker Bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate (BS3) to fix its polymeric state. Following cross-linking, SDS-PAGE revealed a major band with a molecular mass of 28 kDa representing the M2e tetramer and a band with a molecular mass of 14 kDa representing dimers (Fig 1A, lanes 1–4). We observed only one band with a molecular mass of 7 kDa representing the M2e monomer without the addition of BS3 (Fig 1A, lane 5). These results demonstrate that the tGCN4-stabilized tM2e was expressed in a soluble tetrameric form.

Nanoclusters were formed by a modified desolvation process and stabilized by crosslinking. Tetrameric M2e nanoclusters contained only tM2e, while tM2e + CpG ODN nanoclusters were made by the co-desolvation of CpG ODN with tM2e in an equal mass ratio (Fig 1B). Production efficiency was high, with 87% of tM2e and 30% of CpG ODN incorporated into nanoclusters. CpG ODN retention in particles was found to be ≥99.6% after storage in PBS at 4°C for 2 weeks. DLS of the nanoclusters indicated a single, reproducible population distribution with an average hydrodynamic diameter of 227 nm and an average polydispersity of 0.42 (Fig 1C). This polydispersity corresponds to a distribution of 227 ± 147 nm, and variations in diameter among batches and after one month storage in PBS at 4°C were statistically insignificant. Scanning electron microscopy of dried nanoclusters showed smaller particulates that were relatively spherical, indicating the particles contained significant amounts of water in their normal, hydrated state (Fig 1D).
Tetrameric M2e nanoclusters induced strong humoral responses and broadly cross-reactive M2e-specific antibodies

To determine if i.n. immunization with tM2e nanoclusters can induce enhanced humoral responses, immune sera were evaluated for antigen-specific IgG titers using ELISA with M2e peptides as coating antigens, or cell surface ELISA using M2-expressing MDCK cells. As shown in Fig 2A, M2e-specific IgG titers in sera of mice receiving tM2e nanoclusters or tM2e + CpG ODN nanoclusters were approximately 100-fold higher than that of the mouse group immunized with only soluble tM2e (p < 0.001) (Fig 2A). The levels of M2e-specific IgG1, IgG2a and IgG2b were also significantly higher than those of mice receiving only tM2e (SI Fig S1). Both tM2e and tM2e + CpG ODN nanocluster groups showed similar levels of IgG1 and IgG2a, which indicated that the nanoparticles elicit a balanced Th1/Th2 immune response 26. CpG ODN did not show a significant adjuvant effect on the magnitude of M2e-specific Ab responses when integrated into nanoclusters (Fig 2), indicating that nanoclusters themselves are strong adjuvants which may mask the effect of other adjuvants. Immune sera also showed similar binding reactivity to native M2 expressed on MDCK cell surfaces, suggesting that antibodies induced by tM2e nanoclusters can recognize conformational epitopes on native M2.

Although M2e is highly conserved in influenza A viruses, some amino acid substitutions occur in different strains and subtypes. To evaluate the cross-reactivity of M2e-specific Abs induced by tM2e nanoclusters, sera from mice immunized i.n. with tM2e nanoclusters were assayed using ELISA with variant M2e peptide as coating antigens. As shown in Table 1, the M2e sequence in tM2e nanoclusters is the consensus as in Phi/82 H3N2 virus, whereas there are 1, 4 and 3 amino acid differences respectively in M2e of PR/8, CA/09 and VIET/04 viruses. As demonstrated in Fig 2B, M2e Abs bound strongly to the M2e peptides of Phi/82 and PR/8. The levels of Ab binding were significantly lower to CA/09 or VIET/04 M2e peptides (p<0.05). Levels of IgG subtype binding to various M2e peptides were also compared (SI Fig S2). M2e-specific IgG subclass antibodies reacted well with the M2e domain of Phi/82 and PR/8, but at a significantly lower level with that of CA/09 and VIET/04 (p<0.05) for IgG1, IgG2a and IgG2b. These results demonstrate that the assembly of the tM2e antigen into nanoclusters can significantly enhance the immunogenicity of tM2e, elicit balanced Th cell responses and induce M2e-specific antibodies with some cross reactivity to variant M2e sequences.

Tetrameric M2e nanoclusters induce robust mucosal antibody responses

A strong mucosal antibody response is associated with the prevention or mediation of viral entry in the upper respiratory tract of mice 27. To evaluate whether i.n. immunization with tM2e nanoclusters can induce mucosal Ab responses, we measured M2e-specific IgA and IgG Abs in lung and nasal washes by ELISA in mice pre-challenge and 4 days after challenge (Fig 3). As shown in Fig 3A and 3B, significantly higher levels of IgG and IgA were observed in lung washes of pre-challenged mice of tM2e or tM2e + CpG ODN nanocluster groups compared to that of mice which received only soluble tM2e (p<0.05). After challenges with Phi/82 or CA/09 virus, the levels of lung wash IgG and IgA increased. In CA/09 challenged mice a significantly higher level of Ab response was observed compared to pre-challenge in the nanoparticle-immunized groups (p<0.05). Similarly, significantly higher levels of IgG and IgA were observed in nasal washes of pre-challenged mice immunized with tM2e or tM2e + CpG ODN nanoclusters (p<0.05) and there was no significant change between pre-challenge and post-challenge nasal washes (Figs 3C and 3D). These data demonstrate that tM2e nanoclusters stimulate M2e-specific mucosal Ab in mice.
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**Tetrameric M2e nanoclusters activate M2e-specific T cell responses**

T cell responses are important for the generation and regulation of an effective immune response and are known to contribute to broad cross protective immunity. IFN-γ and IL-4 secreting cells in both spleens and lungs of immunized mice were evaluated by cytokine ELISpot. As shown in Fig 4, mice that received either tM2e or tM2e+CpG nanoclusters showed significantly higher IFN-γ secreting cell populations in the spleen and lungs after stimulation with M2e peptide compared to mice immunized with soluble tM2e (Figs 4A and 4B, \( p<0.05 \)). A higher frequency of IL-4 secreting cells was also detected in the spleens of immunized mice in either tM2e or tM2e+CpG ODN nanocluster-immunized groups compared to that of mice vaccinated with soluble tM2e (Fig 4C, \( p<0.05 \)). However, no IL-4 secreting cells were detected in the lungs of mice from any group. It has been reported that vaccination by i.n. route with Macobacterium tuberculosis vaccine candidates in BALB/c mice induced more antigen-specific IL-4 secreting cells in the lung. However, low IL-4 secreting population was observed from immunized mouse lungs with M2e nanocluster immunization in this study. A possible reason for the difference observed may be resulted from different antigen delivering platform. The exact mechanism is still need to be studied in the future. The tM2e group showed only background levels of cytokine secreting cells after M2e peptide stimulation. These results provide evidence that i.n. immunization with M2e nanoclusters induces enhanced M2e specific T cell immune responses.

**Tetrameric M2e nanoclusters protect mice from lethal virus challenge**

To evaluate the protective efficacy of tM2e nanoclusters, mice were infected with 5LD\(_{50}\) of Phi/82 H3N2 virus or CA/09 H1N1 virus 4 weeks after the final boost. Mouse body weight loss and survival were monitored for 14 days. Day 4 post-infection was chosen to evaluate lung virus titers because naive mice were shown previously to have substantial titers of virus in lungs at this time point.

As shown in Fig 5, all mice immunized with tM2e alone or naive groups died by 7 to 8 days p.i. (Fig 5C) with high titers of viruses in the lungs (Fig 5A) and over 25% body weight loss (Fig 5B). Mice receiving tM2e alone did not show substantial virus reduction in the lungs compared with control mice (\( p>0.05 \)). In contrast, mice immunized with tM2e or tM2e +CpG ODN nanoclusters had over 20-fold lower virus titers in their lungs after Phil/82 challenge and exhibited significantly reduced morbidity as demonstrated by a low weight loss \( \pm 0\% \) compared with mice in the tM2e group (\( p<0.05 \)). All nanocluster-immunized mice survived the lethal challenge with homologous Phi/82 H3N2 virus. These results indicate that i.n. immunization of mice with M2e nanocluster vaccines significantly reduces virus titers in the lungs, and completely protects mice against severe disease and death from lethal infection with the homologous virus.

To further evaluate whether tM2e nanoclusters elicit immunity conferring broad protection, immunized mice were subjected to a heterologous virus challenge. As shown in Fig. 5, although mice immunized with tM2e nanoclusters exhibited severe body weight loss after lethal viral exposure with a heterosubtypic CA/09 H1N1 virus, they survived the challenge and began to regain body weight after day 9 post-challenge (Figs 5E and 5F). Mice in the other groups including the group of tM2e nanoclusters plus CpG ODN reached their endpoint in 7 to 10 days p.i. However mice in G2 did not show significantly lower lung virus titers compared with the other groups after challenge with CA/09 H1N1 virus (Fig 5D). These results demonstrate that i.n. immunization of mice with tM2e nanoclusters survive after homologous or heterosubtypic virus challenges.
Protective effect of immune sera from tM2e nanocluster-immunized mice

To determine if M2e-specific antibodies can protect mice from lethal influenza infection, we administered immune sera from mice immunized with tM2e or tM2e+CpG ODN nanoclusters i.p. to two groups of naive mice. After 24 h, mice were challenged i.n. with 5LD_{50} of Phi/82 H3N2 virus. Body weight loss and survival were monitored daily for 14 days p.i. Although mice initially showed substantial body weight loss, the two groups receiving immune sera exhibited >70% survival from a lethal dose infection by Phi/82 H3N2 virus (Fig 6). In contrast, all mice in a control group died 6 to 8 days p.i. These data provide evidence that M2e-specific antibodies contribute at least partially to the protection observed above.

Discussion

Our results demonstrate that intranasal vaccination with tM2e nanoclusters induces high levels of humoral and mucosal M2e-specific antibody and T cell responses. M2e is considered to be a promising target for inducing cross-protection against different influenza A virus subtypes because it is highly conserved among influenza A viruses. However, the immunogenicity of M2e is very low due in part to its low incorporation into influenza virus particles and steric blocking by HA and NA on the surface of the virus. In this study, nanoclusters were directly assembled from tM2e in the absence of HA and NA using an extremely low level of cross-linker. Thus tM2e could be delivered to immune cells at a high epitope density to overcome the limitations of M2e presentation during viral infection or vaccination. Since no encapsulation materials are used, the nanoclusters contain much higher level of protein antigen compared to particles that contain polymeric or liposomal materials. Antigen is present not only within the nanoclusters, but also on the nanocluster surface, mimicking natural presentation. As antibodies specific to conformational epitopes presented in quaternary structures may be more effective at binding M2, a tetrameric conformation-stabilized recombinant M2e was predicted to be more immunogenic than other M2e forms. The tetrameric M2e that we produced was stabilized by addition of tGCN4, and was expressed efficiently in a recombinant baculovirus protein expression system in insect cells. Our data demonstrate that i.n. immunization with tM2e nanoclusters dramatically enhanced the antibody responses to M2e compared to those observed with soluble tM2e, and these Abs were shown to recognize native M2 on cell surfaces.

Although anti-M2 antibodies may not directly neutralize the virus, influenza virions bound to M2 antibodies might be preferentially recognized and cleared by opsonophagocytosis by macrophages. Fu et al. demonstrated that M2 monoclonal antibodies that preferentially bind to polymeric M2 were protective independent of natural killer cell mediated effector functions. Another study showed that alveolar macrophages and Fc receptor-dependent elimination of influenza A virus-infected cells are essential for protection mediated by anti-M2e IgG. Therefore, it is possible that the protective efficacy demonstrated in our study may be correlated with the level of circulating M2e-specific Abs. This is supported by the results of the passive transfer of immune serum in our study. Studies have been reported about the involvement of Ab-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) by natural killer (NK) and/or natural killer T (NKT) cells which suggested the involvement of B cell responses in the protection mechanism of M2e vaccine. However, the mechanism of how M2e-specific Abs protects mice from lethal challenge is still unclear. As there was only about a 70–80% survival rate in the passive transfer study, other factors such as mucosal immunity and T cell responses may also contribute to the protection observed by nanocluster immunization.

Cell-mediated immunity plays an important role in many vaccinations. Although it is recognized that antibodies are the main effectors in M2e-induced immune responses, and so...
far only a single human CTL epitope has been identified for M2e specific memory CTL activity. M2e-specific cellular immune responses can be elicited and can contribute to protection against experimental infection in mice and ferrets. Our results demonstrate that tM2e nanovaccines induce strong M2e-specific CD4 helper T cell (Th) responses. Furthermore, these appear to be balanced Th1/Th2 responses based on the similarity of M2e-specific IgG1 and IgG2a levels observed post immunization.

The mucosal immune system is the first immunological barrier against pathogens that invade the body via the mucosal surface. M2e-based vaccines were found to induce mucosal immune responses when delivered by the i.n. route. Several studies have demonstrated that IgA in upper respiratory tract secretions plays a major role in antiviral immunity. The local production of IgG is also an important component of the immune responses following traditional mucosal immunization or infection. We found that high levels of IgA and IgG were induced in both nasal mucosal and lung surfaces after i.n. immunization with tM2e nanoclusters, and these mucosal antibodies may contribute to protective immunity.

Although M2e is relatively conserved in all influenza A viruses, variation of M2e sequences in different virus strains may limit the protective efficacy of M2e vaccines to virus infections. Nanoclusters assembled from tM2e conferred complete survival of mice with little body weight loss upon Phi/82 challenge, in which the M2e sequence is identical with that of the tM2e used for immunization. In contrast, although they survived, mice showed much more severe illness upon CA/09 challenge, as demonstrated by increased body weight loss and high lung virus titers. This may be a result of 4-aa substitutions in the M2e of CA/09, which represents an extreme in influenza A M2e sequence variation. In ELISA binding assays, even a 1-aa difference was found to impact the binding of M2e-specific Abs to synthetic peptides. Therefore, other approaches are needed to enhance the cross-protective effect of M2e vaccines, such as incorporating representative M2e sequences from multiple strains and subtypes.

An interesting finding is that CpG ODN trapped in nanoclusters did not show any adjuvant effect; and immunized mice were less protected compared to mice in the group of nanoclusters without CpG ODN upon challenge infection. A previous study also reported that with the addition of CpG ODN, the protective efficacy of influenza M2e peptide vaccine was weakened. Although nanoclusters exert adjuvant effect themselves and may shield the role of the other adjuvants co-administered, it may not explain the reduced protection. Mechanisms of the adverse adjuvant effect observed should be studied in the future.

Although enhanced M2e-specific B and T cell responses were observed, mechanisms for how M2e vaccines conferring protection is still unclear. There were several conflict observations regarding to the possible mechanisms of protective immunity induced by M2e vaccines. Nevertheless, it is commonly accepted that M2e-specific Abs may be important players in providing such protection although a few studies claimed otherwise. Increasing studies support the conclusion that M2e-specific antibodies do not neutralize viruses but mediate effector cell function such as antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity/virus-inhibition, conferring viral protection. To consolidate the conclusion, certain studies may need to be conducted in the future, for instance, to find out how antibodies functioning on portal surface where influenza virus enter the host and replicate itself.

Nanoclusters assembled from conformation-stabilized M2e are promising as a potential universal influenza A vaccine. The approach of self-assembly of vaccine antigens into
nanoclusters represents a potent general strategy for increasing vaccine-induced immune responses. It is also readily amenable for use with mixtures of multiple antigens or with mixtures of antigens and adjuvants. The nanocluster formulations described here share the immunological advantages of particulate antigens with other nanoparticle vaccines. However they are unique in providing nanoparticles consisting entirely of the antigen of interest, or of antigen-adjuvant combinations.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Generation and characterization of tM2e and nanoclusters. A, tM2e characterization. Tetrameric M2e was purified as described in SI Materials and Methods. 1μg of tM2e was cross-linked with BS3 at concentrations of 8, 4, 2, 1 and 0 mM, respectively. Cross-linked tM2e samples were applied to SDS-PAGE and Western blot probed using mouse monoclonal antibody 14C2 (Abcam Inc., Cambridge, MA). B, tM2e nanocluster schematics. Nanoclusters were prepared as described in Materials and Methods. Left panel, tM2e nanocluster. Right panel, tM2e nanocluster with CpG ODN trapped. C, Nanocluster homogeneity analysis. The distribution of nanocluster hydrodynamic diameters was measured in PBS by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and plotted as function of the intensity of the signal for a given size as a percentage of the total signal intensity. D, Nanocluster morphology. Dried nanoclusters were imaged by scanning electron microscopy, scale bar 200 nm.
Figure 2.
Serum M2e-specific IgG antibodies and cross-reactivity with variant M2e peptides. Serum antibodies specific for M2e peptides and MDCK expressed M2 were determined by ELISA. The levels of serum M2e-specific IgG antibody titers were measured by antibody endpoint titer, whereas the levels of cross-reactivity with variant M2e peptide were measured by OD450 value (1:5,000 dilution). The reciprocal of the highest dilution of sera that gave an OD450 of twice that of the naïve group at the lowest dilution was designated as the Ab endpoint titer. Representative data are the mean±S.D. of six mice in each group. G1: Soluble tM2e (10 μg); G2: tM2e nanoclusters (10 μg); G3: tM2e + CpG ODN nanoclusters (10 μg each of tM2e and CpG ODN). NC: naive mice control. A, Serum IgG to M2e peptide or M2e expressed on surface of MDCK cell; B, Cross-reactivity of M2e antibodies to variant M2e-sequence peptides from A/Philippines/2/82 (Phi/82), A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (PR/8), A/California/04/09 (CA/09) and A/Vietnam/1203/04 (VIET/04). * p<0.05: compared to antibody titers of G1 (A) or to the binding avidity with M2e peptide of Phi/82 or PR8 (B).
Figure 3.
Mucosal M2e-specific IgG and IgA antibody levels. Lung and nasal washes were collected from individual mice before and at day 4 post challenge with Phi/82 (H3N2) or CA/09 (H1N1) viruses. IgA and IgG antibodies binding to M2e peptide of Phi/82 were determined in 5-fold diluted lung washes or undiluted nasal washes by ELISA. Groups of mice were the same as denoted in Figure 1. A, IgG in lung washes. B, IgA in lung washes. C, IgG in nasal washes. D, IgA in nasal washes. * p<0.05 or ** p<0.01: compared to G1; † p<0.05: CA/09-challenge versus pre-challenge in G2 or G3.
Figure 4. M2e-specific cellular immune responses. Spleens and lungs of mice were collected after immunization with soluble tM2e, tM2e nanoclusters or tM2e + CpG ODN nanoclusters, respectively. Cells from homogenates of spleens (A, C) and lungs (B, D) were stimulated with M2e peptides for 40 hours; then IFN-γ or IL-4 cytokine-secreting cell clones were determined by ELISPOT assay. Groups of mice were the same as denoted in Figure 1. * p<0.05: compared to G1.
Figure 5.
Protective efficacy against infection by Phi/82 or CA/09 strains. Immunized mice were challenged with a lethal dose (5LD50) of Phi/82 or CA/09 virus in a volume of 30 μl PBS by i.n. instillation. Mouse survival rate and body weight changes were monitored daily for 14 days. Mouse lung virus titers at day 4 post challenge were determined by standard plaque assays. Bars represent mean virus titers (Log10 pfu/ml) ± standard errors from three independent assays. Groups of mice were the same as denoted in Fig 1. A, lung virus titers, B, body weight changes and C, survival rate post Phi/82 virus infection; D, lung virus titers, E, body weight changes, and F, survival rate post CA/09 infection. * p<0.05: compared to G1 or NC group.
Figure 6.
Protection by passive transfer of immune sera. Immune sera from M2e nanocluster vaccine-immunized mice was pooled. A total of 200 μl of pooled sera were transferred to naïve recipient mice via intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection. Twenty-four hours post-transfer, mice were infected with 5LD50 of Phi/82 virus as described in Fig 5. A, mouse body weight loss and B, survival rate were monitored for 14 days.
Table 1

M2e amino acid of influenza A virus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viral strains</th>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>M2e amino acid sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M2e in nanoclusters</td>
<td>N/A *</td>
<td>MSLLTEVETP IRNEWGCRCN D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Philippines/2/82</td>
<td>H3N2</td>
<td>MSLLTEVETP IRNEWGCRCN D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Puerto Rico/8/34</td>
<td>H1N1</td>
<td>MSLLTEVETP IRNEWGCRCN G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/California/04/09</td>
<td>H1N1</td>
<td>MSLLTEVETP RNEWECRCS D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Vietnam/1203/04</td>
<td>H5N1</td>
<td>MSLLTEVETPT RNEWECRCS D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* M2e consensus of human influenza A viruses